April 2018

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
‘return to farm’ which is the focus
of MPC. Everyone knows that it’s
The 2018 season is now well
the kilos that you deliver at that
underway after the early
price that drives your return.
harvesting was hampered due to Encouraging growers to sort
rain. Fortunately the rain has been excessively on farm only
relatively light compared to the
increases labour costs, increases
2017 flood event and most
crop loss and actually reduces
growers are reporting reasonable product quality with poor shelf life
crops, although those hit by the
and brown centres often the
November hailstorms have been
result.
quite badly affected with some
A typical example of an MPC
reporting almost no crop
growers is that they deliver an
production.
extra 7% of crop, so on a 100t
For the first time in a number of
farm that would mean an extra 7t
years it looks like there will be a
or $36,400 and save sorting costs
modest increase in global
in the order of 10c/kg or $10,000
production with the South African across the entire crop. That’s
crop recovering from 2 years of
$46,400 in your pocket!! (for a 10t
drought, a reasonable Australian grower this is $4,640). This
crop and increasing production
additional return is equivalent to
from new plantings in China and
other emerging origins. This
additional crop will help
supplement the current low levels 2017 profit share
of inventory around the world and
For growers that delivered in
strong kernel demand.
2017 you would have received
the NIS bonus payment of
Stability in Prices
$0.30/kg for conventional NIS
For the 3rd year in a row MPC
deliveries in mid-March. That’s
announced a notional price of
10 years in a row of price
$5.20/kg at 33% saleable kernel
increases and profit sharing
recovery. It was interesting to note with our growers.
that when MPC’s competitors
released their price their focus is
only on the price per kilo, not the

Dear Growers,

46c/kg—a large difference to be
made up on a price table by a rival
processor. Grower profits are
what MPC is focused on, not just
a headline price. “Making profits
for growers, not from growers” is
what sets MPC’s business model
apart from our competitors.
Increasingly our customers are
asking for more information about
the social and environmental
impact of our business as global
sourcing takes more of an ethical
approach. Many big businesses
are now requiring re-assurance
that their product is being sourced
from environmentally and socially
conscious businesses and farming
systems. MPC’s co-operative
model is a hit because the
business is owned by growers,
has the long term industry focus at
its core and is working with
growers to ensure sustainability.
Future development
Recently we had a visit from the
Deputy Premier John Barilaro who
announced MPC’s successful
$5M Treasury Corp Loan
application. These funds are for
new processing equipment and a
new building that will contain
additional NIS drying and an area
for processing.
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Beyond these projects MPC
recently had a DA approved for a
5 stage development of the site
that should see us ‘future proof’
our facility expansion needs and
remain ahead of industry growth
for many years to come. We don’t
intend to implement all of these
projects just now, but DA approval
can be a long slow process, so to
have this approval in place now
sets us up well for the future.

clever reconfiguration of our
existing conveyor system we’ve
been able to increase our capacity
by about 50%.

increasing crop, increased supply
from other origins and a growing
number of retail and
manufacturing partnerships that
we are fostering around the world.
Delivery Bookings
Our aim is to bring stability to the
market and our continued growth
Whilst we have increased our
delivery capacity delivery slots are is helping us achieve that goal.
at a premium this time of year and We thank you for your support in
that consignments being delivered 2017 and encourage you to
spread the word that by delivering
on time maximizes the efficient
use of our facility, there’s nothing to MPC you are supporting MMI’s
efforts to provide a stable long
worse than the receivals system
Season Opening Launch
term profitable market for your
sitting idle because a delivery is
Macadamias.
The MPC Season Opening launch late.
in early March was well supported
MMI Appoints New GM
with approximately 150
Originally an Engineer, Charles
attendees . They were given an
has spent the last 20 years
update on what’s new at MPC and
the MPC/PGM/MMI group and a
Marketing Report
global market update from MMI all
Larry McHugh, CEO International
followed by a spectacular lunch by Macadamia Group (MPC,MMI,PGM)
renowned local chefs, Gray and
Jen Stockdale from the Stockpot
The season is well underway and
Kitchen in Bangalow. The Toro
MMI has been busy selling 2018
challenge was well supported with
kernel and NIS. The majority of
some tight competition at the top
the forecast crop has been
of the leader board, with ‘Young
contracted and we are now
Gun’ Daniel Emery leading the
slowing sales as we wait for the
way with a benchmark hot lap that
crop to be delivered. Inventory
couldn’t be topped. Daniel was
levels are low throughout the
excited about his win and the
supply chain due to a small 2017 working for a range of companies
$900 Honda mower prize donated
world crop. As a result demand is within the retail environment as a
by Farm Moto.
strong for the 2018 kernel. The
GM, MD and COO. He has
The Toro challenge raised money NIS market has slowed slightly on extensive management and sales
that along with a contribution from the expectation that a bigger
experience across a range of
MPC resulted in a $2000 donation world crop may cause price
products and has strong skills
to the Westpac Rescue Helicopter reduction, however the majority of dealing with a diverse range of
service who provide a valuable
the extra crop is being used to
customers and product lines. He
service to our community.
fulfil demand in the kernel market. has spent the last 5 years working
for Maxum Foods, a supplier and
A special thanks to Joof and
The new MMI head office in
Marianne Alberts for hosting the
Brisbane has been leased and our manufacturer of dairy ingredients
to the food, health and animal
launch at their property ‘Flatmac’ April Board meetings were held
nutrition industries. Charles will be
at South Ballina which was a
there. The new MMI General
based in Brisbane and oversee all
great location to demonstrate
Manager, Charles Cormack,
operations of MMI.
some innovative technology and
commences work there on April
also to the businesses who
23rd. I will also be working there
supported the day with equipment in my role of CEO. We welcome
demonstrations that provided
Charles to the role and look
something of interest for
forward to the new ideas that he
everyone.
will bring to the company
Receivals Upgrade
We’ve made some changes to our
receivals system to help
accommodate the volume of
deliveries that we receive. With a

MMI has been growing quickly
since its inception and we expect
this growth to continue over the
coming years. The growth will be
driven by our shareholders
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start from scratch. Their further
research discovered a GPS
Jim Patch, John Allen , Mark Whitten enabled Citrus planter from the
and Kevin Quinlan
USA and it was this design
A range of different and innovative concept that they utilised to
develop their mechanical
machines available within the
macadamia tree planter.
macadamia industry were show
cased at the season launch. The
The basic mechanism of the unit
following is a summary of the
utilises a tine to rip the ground to
machinery viewed.
a depth of 300 to 350mm, then
two rotating discs to direct the soil
Mechanised GPS assisted
to the tree, a hydraulic plate to
Macadamia Tree Planting
drop the tree precisely into the

Season Launch

Extra Features GPS planting

The planter operates on the basis
of a Trimble GPS system that
runs from the cab of the autosteer
tractor. The system has an
achievable accuracy level of plus
or minus 2.5cm. GPS laser
levelling and row shaping
equipment is also commonly used
in planning these orchards.
Combined with a GPS enabled
planter provides for a better
opportunity for improved farm
efficiencies, monitoring tools,
potential yield mapping, autosteer
and in the long term autonomous
machines to improve productivity.
Fertiliser Applicator

When designing the planter Joof
and Derik also wanted the
machine to apply fertiliser during
the same process. This has
obvious benefits in terms of
reduced labour costs and also
giving the planted trees the best
possible start.

The automated tree planter being demonstrated on the day.

A 60 kilogram fertiliser hopper
drops fertiliser via two feeder
hoses down to the soil in the
planting zone immediately before
the tree is released from the drop
plate. Each hose is positioned to
apply the fertiliser in a 500 to
600mm band on either side of the
planted tree.
A typical fertiliser and application

Design Process and Basic Mechanics excavated tree line and finally two
rate that they use is 150 grams of
of Operation
press wheels to pack down the

The planter was the idea of both
Joof Alberts and Derik Schoultz.
The machine was built by Tony
Martin Engineering of Palmers
Island. Tony also contributed
greatly to the design of the
planter.

soil around the tree. The
hydraulic drop plate is a critical
part of the whole process. The
mechanism was designed to drop
the trees at precise intervals
according to the linked GPS
technology in the tractor.

Organic Xtra fertiliser. The
fertiliser applicator is however
totally adjustable and has the
ability to apply varying rates of
fertiliser.

They had also experimented with
applying water crystals through a
granular applicator at planting.
The idea behind the planter came The planter works best planting
They have found that they get
from one end of the tree row. If
about because of the desire to
better results if using water
plant trees efficiently and at a low the farmer or developer wants a
crystals when planting during the
staggered planting system than
cost but also in a precise and
drier and warmer periods of the
the planter can easily be utilised
value added manner.
year when the trees require more
planting from both ends of the tree
Both Joof and Derik conducted a rows. Planting from both ends of water. Planting during high
humidity periods can cause the
lot of research before deciding
tree rows (whilst possible) is also
upon a design direction. Adapting practically more difficult due to the crystals to absorb moisture from
the atmosphere which in turn
old Sugar Cane planters was first issue of providing the machine
causes the crystals to clog up and
looked at but it was quickly
with enough trees at one time.
block the feeding hoses.
determined that it was best to
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Facts and Figures

 Mounding the tree rows.

 3 tonne weight when fully

 Spray herbicide (up to 1 metre

loaded with plants.
 A tractor with at least a 4.5
tonne capacity required to pull
the unit.
 The GPS technology has an

accuracy rating of ± 2.5cm.
Labour

5 People in total used.
 1 Tractor driver
 1 labourer feeding the tree

delivery mechanism

width) along the top of the tree
row. This removes any
potential for the soil when
ripped to clump up.
 Rip the tree line according to

GPS – creates enough loose
dirt to push back and pack
around the trees. On older
mounds a rotary hoe is also
used in addition to ripping.
After Plant Tree Care

Independent from the tree planter
 2 labourers preparing the trees and the whole planting process is
– loading the trees, cutting the after plant care. Nonetheless with
a machine that is capable of
bags, removing the trees,
planting 1,500 tree per day it is
inspecting the tree health,
teasing out tree roots if required critical that appropriate after plant
care is implemented in a timely
 1 labourer to walk behind the
manner.
planter to further stamp down
Watering
the soil around the tree and to
do a final inspection and
In recognition of the heavy
alignment (if required) of the
watering requirement that is
tree.
associated with young trees, Derik
fabricated a special boom to run
Per Tree Numbers
off a 4,000 litre spray tank. The
 Approx. 1,500 trees per day
boom is set up to water three
(based on a 8 hr day).
trees simultaneously with the help
of a firefighter pump on the spray
 Between 8 and 9 seconds per
tank. The boom is also fully
tree.
adjustable according to the tree
 1.7km/hr normal travel speed.
spacing within the row and the
flow rate through the boom is
Contract Use
adjustable according to a timer.
The planter is able to be hired out
on a contract basis.
$2.50/tree ex GST excluding all
Planter labour and tractor driver.
Includes training for the first day of
operation.

Typically the unit is set up to apply
10 litres of water per tree per
watering.
Mulch

As soon as possible after the
planting process mulch is ideally
applied to the soil surface from
the tree trunk to outside the tree
canopy.
They apply two large grain
shovels full of a mulch that is 50%
cow manure and 50% hardwood
chip.
Wind Protection

Lower elevated lands that are
close to the coast such as much
of the land around South Ballina
and Palmers Island have a high
incidence of strong winds. Newer
developers of macadamia farms
in these areas are investing
significant amounts in wind
protection for their trees. Joof and
Derik are securing each tree to a
star picket which is driven into the
ground on the south eastern side
of the tree. Some other farmers
are using two star pickets with the
second one on the north eastern
side of each tree.
Star pickets are more costly than
tomato stakes which new
plantings on the Plateau have
used in the past. The degree of
wind exposure on the lower lands

Terrain and Pre-Ground Preparation

The planter is suitable for all
terrain types although the physical
weight of the machine means that
flatter ground is best. Rocks
would very likely be a problem
with the machine although
provided there is appropriate preground preparation prior to the
planting this would become less of
an issue. Derik and Joof’s
recommendation for the preplanting process involves:
THE NUTSHELL
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is however much more extreme.
can operate in moist to wet soil
A lot of money and resources
conditions also.
goes into buying, planting and
 Mechanics of the planter
growing a tree to mature
(moving and packing soil)
production. Investing a greater
amount in wind protection is a
means reduced soil moisture
cheap price to pay in order to
loss in the short term
guarantee the long term
 Improved ability to provide
investment.
appropriate and timely after
Herbicide Protection, Pest
tree care
Protection
 Watering
To all planted trees Joof and
Derik apply tree guards. This is  Mulching
 Protection – wind, herbicide,
to protect the trees from any
herbicide drift that may occur
pest
and also to protect the trees
With numerous new plantings
from potential attack from
happening on local properties it
animal pests.
was a very timely demonstration
Overall Benefits of Using the
of a machine that will help to
Planter
change the way that orchards
In comparison to the older
are developed.
manual planting method,
We are very grateful to both
mechanical tree planting offers
Joof and Derik for providing
Growers with an opportunity to
many benefits.
inspect and observe the planter
 Cost Savings!
in action. It was very well
 Lower costs – marking out new received by all.






orchards and or blocks
Lower costs – planting
Straight, evenly spaced rows
Long term orchard efficiencies
Greater range of planting
possibilities
The planter is not limited to
operating in dry conditions, it

Sub-surface Drainage
Installation
Effective drainage is a
prerequisite to productive
orchards and this is especially so
for orchards on the coastal flats.
Based on the importance of
drainage, Pete Robert’s

presented a new option for
installing subsoil drainage.
Pete explained that ‘subsurface
drainage involves laying
corrugated slotted plastic pipe
(ag-pipe) which is back filled with
aggregate to drain saturated soil.
This has benefits for tree health
and allows machinery back on
the paddock sooner’.
Pete’s machinery included a
tracked Mastenbroek 20/25
trenchless drainage machine and
a tractor with gravel cart that
feeds aggregate into the trench
during pipe installation. As a
result, the whole installation is
completed in a single pass with
no ground preparation required.
Pete mentioned that ‘while the
machine could lay corrugated
slotted plastic pipe up to 1.8m
deep, a common depth is from
600mm to 1200mm below
ground surface level.’
Pete went on to say ‘spacing of
pipe in a macadamia orchard is
best aligned with the row
spacing of the trees. A pipe laid
every second row i.e. 14 to 20m
apart will provide excellent
drainage with every tree row
having a subsurface drainage
pipe in an inter-row adjacent to
it.’

The subsurface drainage machine that can lay pipe down to a depth of 1.8m
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In regards to required fall Pete
stated ‘the minimum grade that
the pipe is installed at is 0.2% i.e.
200mm fall over 100m length.
This ensures that any fine
sediment that enters the pipe is
flushed out by the groundwater
being drained.’
‘It is best to install subsurface
drainage in macadamia orchards
prior to planting trees in order to
have enough width between the
rows for the equipment to pass
without damaging trees.
However, the subsurface
drainage can be installed to
existing orchards where ground
drainage is required.’
Pete mentioned that they can lay
about 2km of pipe in a day at an
expected cost of $7.50 to $9.50
per meter. However, the price
will depend on factors such as
depth (and as a result the
amount of aggregate used),
diameter of pipe and delivery
cost of aggregate. Pete will
provide quotes on all jobs prior
to carrying out any works.

over the orchard and then send
the data to Aerobotics, who is the
company that processes the
images and delivers the farm
monitoring tool (https://
aerobotics.co/). Using the drone
data, Aerobotics will provide
accurate information on tree
height, tree area and tree volume
while also providing their own
interpretations on tree health in
an easy to use format. This can
also be combined with their
scouting app, which allows you
to locate or record anything on
the farm. The costs involved are
$50 (+GST) per ha per year and
includes two drone flights.’
Janus stated, ‘The information
provided by Aeroboitcs
represents an important tool to
monitor orchard performance
and aid in management
decisions’.
Janus then spoke about the
GridFarm package, explaining
that ‘The system involves GPS
referenced soil sampling on a

grid format. Sampling on a grid
format allows the production of
GPS referenced maps that
illustrate the soil chemistry of the
whole paddock, which means we
can identify variation. From this
we can then produce variable
rate maps and
recommendations, which allows
ameliorants, like lime, to be
applied where it is needed. Using
this map allowed the grower to
avoid applying lime on the
higher pH areas (green and
purple) and focus the more
problematic areas. So it’s not
necessarily about using less
product, but using it better,’
Janus stated.
The cost of GridMap $110 per ha
(Plus GST), which involves a 0.5ha
sampling grid.

Pete’s contact are:
NSW Land Drainage Pty Ltd
Mobile: 0488 074 367
Email:
peter@landdrainage.com.au
Soil and Tree Health Mapping
Janus Erasmus of FreshPaws
Farming Solutions, provided
information on his drone tree
health mapping package and
his GridFarm soil nutrient
package.
In regards to the drone package,
Janus explained ‘I will fly a drone

An example of a soil variation map for
pH created using the grid sampling
system.
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Off-set Mower
Graham Wessling discussed and
demonstrated his innovative and
cost effective way to reduce
mowing time.
Graham said “Like all macadamia
growers, mowing represents a
significant cost both in time and
money. If I can improve our
mowing efficiency, I save on
costs and I can use labour for
other operations. However, it’s
hard to justify the cost of big
wide deck mowers that can be
worth over 100K. That’s why I
chased a cheaper alternative.”
After some dedicated searching,
Graham was able to source a
mower for under $4000 that can
be towed behind and to the side
of a conventional ride on mower.
Graham stated “The tow behind
mower runs from its own Brigs
and Stratton engine and cuts a
width of 155cm. So now we’re
cutting 335cm in a single pass,
which has effectively halved our
mowing time! So that adds up to
big savings.

The off-set mower connected to a zero turn (top) and a close up of the mower
(bottom).

Bulk Buy of Off-set Mowers
Due to the interest shown in the off-set mowers demonstrated at the field day, MPC has been working
with the distributor to arrange a Bulk Buy, with a saving of approximately $1,000 per mower possible.
But in order to obtain this pricing, we need to order 15 or more mowers.
Please follow this link to view the specifications of the off-set mower: http://www.kunzeng.com/specs3.htm
Based on the current exchange rate, shipping costs and transport the following prices are being
offered. Note these prices include GST and represent a significant saving.
Total Number of
Units ordered
(MPC)

MPC Supplier
Price

Non MPC Supplier
Price

15 Mowers
20 Mowers

$4,300
$3,850

$4,600
$4,100

To attract the best discounts possible, the mowers would arrive at MPC and be distributed from here.
All warranties, repairs and spare parts would be handled through Hi Trax Australia. Should prices
change before ordering you will be contacted to confirm if you wish to proceed.
Note an order will be placed on the 16 May 2018. If you are interested in purchasing one of these
mowers, or would further information, please contact Kevin Quinlan at MPC 02 6624 3900 or email
kquinlan@mpcmacs.com.au before this date.
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practical, with all sessions being
held on a Tuesday and
Wednesday. The course is set to
start on the 26 June 2017 and the
MPC is pleased to announce that
last session will be the 22 August
we will once again be running the
2017. The classes will commence
Macadamia Production Course in
2018 MPC-Toro Challenge
at 8:30am and finish at 4pm. Each
The MPC-Toro Challenge was once conjunction with Alan Coates.
session will typically be a morning
There
has
been
positive
feedback
again a very keenly contested
event. Many had gathered for the from last year’s course and we look of theory and an afternoon of
practical in the field. The class
forward to facilitating it again, as
fray and to vie for the prestige of
being the fastest person against
we believe it is extremely valuable dates and topics are listed below.
the clock in 2018 on a Toro ride on for our growers and industry to
Please note the order of topics
mower. The tortuous track that lay have a course of this calibre
might change depending upon the
before the entrants had been
weather.
available.
deviously constructed by MPC
staff to test out even the toughest The course will cover all aspects of This course is being offered by
MPC at a cost of $200 (including
competitor. At the end of the day, macadamia production – from
there was one entrant who had
selecting a site and planting it out, GST) per person. This is a
become the 2018 winner by the
significantly discounted price and
right through to managing older
slimmest of margins. The 2018
the fee covers the cost of lunches
orchards. As all of you have your
winner was Daniel Emery. The skill farm work to complete, we have
and transport to and from farms in
demonstrated on the day was a
split the sessions up so that there the afternoon. As places are limited
clear indication of the many hours
to 25 people per course, we ask
is only one class every fortnight.
of orchard mowing that had
that you contact Jodie at MPC
This will also make it possible to
honed such talent into a
reception via phone 02 6624 3900
have
field
visits
that
cover
most
tournament winning exhibition.
Daniel got to take away the prize aspects of macadamia production or reception@mpcmacs.com.au to
– harvesting, dehusking, flowering sign up. If there is sufficient
of a new Toro self-propelled
and nutset, early nut development demand, a second course will be
mower valued at $900.00
arranged.
and major orchard works such as
presented by the local Toro
distributer Farm Moto in Lismore, soil profiling and pruning.
This course is offered to all
and Daniel was presented with the
growers in the industry, not just
This
year
the
course
will
comprise
2018 MPC-Toro Challenge
winner’s trophy. Congratulations 6 sessions but held as three blocks MPC suppliers. If you know a
grower who might like to do the
of 2 days each, with each block a
to all who entered the event and
course, please let them know about
fortnight apart. Each day will be a
showed such grit and
the course.
blend of theory and
determination to overcome the
obstacles in pursuit of taking out
Session
Date
Topics – note the order may change depending upon
such a prestigious event.

The demonstration proved
extremely popular and both
Graham and MPC staff have
fielded numerous calls from
interested growers.

Macadamia
Production Course

weather conditions

MPC would like to thank Farm
Moto for their assistance in
conducting the event and
donating the prize of the much
sought after Personal Pace SelfPropelled Recycler Mower.
Proceeds from entry to the Toro
Challenge and a donation
presented by MPC went to the
Regional Life Saver Rescue
Helicopter Service.
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26/06/2018

Course Outline, Industry Background & Progress,
Tree Characteristics, Varieties, Site Selection,
Orchard Design.

2

27/06/2018

Nut Quality, Nut Maturity, Nut Harvesting, Nut Storage &
Processing, Understanding Payment Systems, Marketing.

3

17/07/2018

Pest & Disease Management, Sprayer Setup and Coverage

4

18/07/2018

Young Tree Establishment, Management & Pruning

5

21/08/2018

Tree Nutrition, Soil Health & Fertilizer Programs

6

22/08/2018

Orchard Floor, Erosion & Canopy Management,
Older Orchard Management
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Chemical Users
Refresher Course 2018
The refresher course will be
conducted for MPC suppliers by
TAFE Wollongbar again this year
for growers who’s Certificate
expires in 2018.
Where: MPC Board Room
When: Thursday 8th November,
2018.
Time: 9.00am – 1.00pm
Cost: $150 (payable to TAFE)

A shot of the field day as viewed from a Drone. (courtesy J Erasmus).

Bookings for this course are
essential. For further information
or to book please contact Jim
Patch on 0427 243 900 or
jimpatch@mpcmacs.com.au

On-farm Assistance
Available
MPC has been approached by a
local couple who presently
operate their own business but
are interested in entering the
Macadamia Industry. They would
like to gain experience by living
on an orchard and assisting the
grower at weekends and possibly
providing the grower with an
opportunity to take a holiday.
If you would like more
information, please contact Jim
Patch at MPC on 02 6624 3900
or 0427 243 900.

Presentation of the Toro Challenge Cup and Self propelled mower to Daniel
Emery —L to R :Zeke Huish (Westpac Helicopter Service), Steven Lee (MPC),
Daniel Emery and Matthew Eather (Farm Moto)..
Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the
information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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